
 
Union Jack Teacosy 

by Audrey’s Teashop 

 

Yarn requirements: 1 x 50g (120m approx) DK yarn in Red 

          1 x 50g (120m approx) DK yarn in Royal Blue 

          1 x 50g (120m approx) DK yarn in White 

Notions: 1 pair 4mm knitting needles 

               1 darning needle (for making up) 

               Pom-pom maker 

Gauge:  22 stitches and 28 rows= 10cm/4in  

 

 

Outer (make 2) 

Cast on 48 stitches in Red.  

Working in garter stitch throughout, follow chart (below) for rows 1- 41. 

Shape top: 

Continuing to follow chart for colourwork pattern, decrease 1 stitch either end of rows  

42, 44, 47, 50, 53, 55, 59 and 61. 

Cast off. 

 

Inner (make 2) 

Cast on 48 stitches in Red (or colour of your choice- use for all of inner, no colourwork). 



Work two rows in garter stitch. 

Work in stocking stitch until inner matches outer up to shaping. 

Shape top: 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 2 rows 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 2 rows 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 2 rows 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row 

Decrease either end of next row. 

Work 1 row. 

Cast off. 

To Make Up 

With WS facing, join each outer to an inner using whatever stitch you prefer. 

With inners facing, fit cosy over teapot and mark where openings for handle and spout 

need to be using safety pins.  

Join two halves together above and below markings for opening, ensuring that inner is 

tucked within the seam when viewed right-side out. 

Make a large pompom and join firmly to top of cosy. 

 

Make yourself a brew- you've earned it! 

 
 



Note from the designer: I am happy for you to use this pattern and share it with your friends, but 

please don’t sell it on, or use it to make items for sale without contacting me first. 
www.audreysteashop.folksy.com 
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